
Abstract

Solar energy has become an important source nowadays, it is clean energy which

contaminated environment for reducing energy especially in winter. Trombe wall is

considered one of the most important applications of heating solar energy. The present

study aims to investigate of the width of air gap on the indoor environment of the

thermal system and Trombe wall efficiency. The system has been built from PVC

sandwich panel. It has selected of Trombe wall of a phase change material as 99

capsules filled with industrial wax, which was distributed indoor the wall in a matrix

from of (9*11) and also contained ventilation holes from the lower and upper. As the

Trombe wall installed in the passive solar heating system from the south direction by

four metal guides on both sides to obtain flexibility in the wall move for adjusting at

requiring air gap width, six of air gap widths have been selected in this study ranging

from (10 to 35) cm from the inner surface of the glass layer with a step of 5cm for each

of width. The experiments were conducted on the refrigeration and air conditioning

roof, under the actual weather condition during December 2016.

The results of these tests showed that the air gap width has a large effect on the thermal

performance of the system, where the highest storage efficiency obtained for width (30

cm) during sunny and cloudy days which estimated about (83.8%) and (20%)

respectively. While the maximum of mass flow rate during sunny days was obtained for

width (35 cm), it was about (0.014Kg/s) for the maximum ratio of energy storage during

the sunny day was obtained for width (15 cm) and it is about (45%) relative to the input

energy. In addition, the maximum temperature difference between indoor and outdoor

surfaces was obtained about (11.4ºC) at (30 cm). In overall, the width (30 cm) is the

best case for using the industrial wax thermal storage under weather conditions for

Kirkuk city, as for the cloudy condition, this system not active due to a convergence of

temperatures in both of inside and outside the thermal system.


